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CONCEPT
I. KNOWLEDGE
Q1. Fill in the blanks.
I.

The greatest 5-digit number is ______________________.

II.

900 is called a _________________ angle.

III.

A Rectangle has ____________________ sides.

IV.

The green colour in Indian flag is ____________ part of whole.

V.

Obtuse angle is more than _________________________.

VI.

A triangle has _____________________________ sides.

Q2. Answer the following questions:
A) Find the angle using protractor:

(I) Ans: __________
B)

(II) Ans _________

Find the cost of 10 Kg. Prawns if cost of 1 kg prawns is Rs. 150.

___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

UNDERSTANDING
Q3. Write the number name of the following numbers.
(I) 562632

=

(II) 24356320 =

______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
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Q4. Do as directed:

A) Find the area (in square cm)of the following shapes if one block of the
grid is 1 square cm:(i)

Ghhbgghghg(ii)

Ans…………..................

Ans………………………..

B) Find the perimeter of the below rectangle?
4cm
3cm

Ans…………………………………………………………………….

Q5. Look at the picture and answer the questions.

(a) How many squares of 1 cm side does shape –B cover?
Ans. ________________________________________________________________

(b)The difference between the area of shape-A and shape-B is __________________ cm.

ABILITY TO COMPUTE
Q6. Fill in the blanks.
(I) An angle whose measure is in between 900 and 1800 is called _______________________ .
(II) Big group of fish is called ______________________.
Q7. Draw the following angles using protractor.

450

1200

Q8. The weight of a big fish is 10Kilo grams. Fazilla sold it for Rs. 1200/- At what price per Kg
did Fazilla sell the big fish ?
Ans:
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

Q9. Look at the picture and answer the questions.

(a) How many right angles are there in the above picture? Ans:______________________
(b) How many angles are less than the right angle? Ans:___________________________

PROBLEM SOLVING ABILITY
Q10. FILL IN THE BLANKS:
(I) Angles are measured in ____________________________. (degree/ metre)
(II) Two times of right angle is _________________________.

Q11. What is the area of the triangle?
ANS.__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________

Q12. Read the table and answer the Question given below:-

Catch of fish in one trip

Speed of boat in

(in Kg)

1 hour

Log Boat

20

4 km/hour

Long Tail Boat

600

12 km/hour

Motor Boat

800

20 km/hour

Machine Boat

6000

22 km/hour

Type of fish

Q. About how far can motor boat go in 5 hours?
ANS: ________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

Q.13. The rate list of the vegetables of a shop is given below:-

Item

Price in Rs. Per kg.

Tomato

12

Potato

10

Onion

16

Carrot

18

(a) How much does 2 kg. of tomatoes cost?

(b) How much ½ kg. Onion cost?

(c) Kiran wants 2½ kg. of potatoes. How much will it cost?

(d) What is the price of 3 kg. of carrot?
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